At 4thSeedDesigns we highly value people, the environment and the quality of our product.
This means that every shirt we print is done with a socially responsible approach. From the work
conditions of those who make the shirts, to the ink we use, all the way up to the relationships we
have with those using our print set up.

Our core values shape everything we do and tend to resonate with those who chose our
WhiteLabel Bulk printing options. We trust these things strike a chord with you too.
Helping Others - Every choice we make must have the byproduct of helping
others. We aim to build people up, help people grow because people matter.

Authentic Connection - We seek to create opportunities that encourage dialog and
conversation about deeper things. Using our creativity to foster real relationships.

Ethically Driven - We are responsible to care for the world we live in & are
committed to find sustainable ways to produce quality products, without costing
the earth.

Inspiring Creativity - It is crucial that our designs and relationships grow & inspire
others. Our hope is to see each other release our creativity & dream up new ways to
help others.
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Below you will find our two options for shirt printing with 4thSeedDesigns, Green and
Gold, each explain the process and why the price difference.
Being completely Green, ethical, eco friendly with 0% waste disposal and non-toxic ink, is
great for the world and our most holistic option. We use premium AS Colour shirts and
Direct To Garment digital printing, allowing us to print non-toxic ink with absolute
precision and absolutely no waste. This option cares for the worker and the world, and
provides buyers with a high quality product.
However, we understand that not everyone is able to afford the complete holistic
approach, it simply costs more to care for everything as well as we would like.
So we have created an option that is Gold because it is a lower cost option that still cares
for the people behind the shirts. This option uses socially responsible shirts from Ramo (or
AS Colour shirt for an additional $4 per shirt) that are all still printed here in South
Australia. The main difference with the Gold option is the printing process. We use screen
printing and screen printing ink which is different to DTG ink. After the initial set up, the
printing itself is very cost effective when doing large bulk printing.

Both options produce great shirts, comfortable and guilt free.
We are dedicated to finding creative ways to care for others and for the generations to
come. We are also committed to producing the best product we can, at the best cost, in
hopes to actually be helpful to you the buyer, enabling your creativity and dreams to be
seen.
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